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Curriculum Mission Statement: 
To  develop excellent problem solving and programming skills and de-

velop a curiosity about how technology works.   

To understand the importance of computer science to real world appli-

cations. 
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Welcome to Computer Science A Level 

Specification 

 

The course for A Level Computer Science will build on many of the areas covered in GCSE 

Computer Science.  These include building on Boolean Logic and operators, developing your 

programming skills and learning new programming techniques such as object oriented pro-

gramming , assembly language and SQL  You will learn binary representations for negative 

and decimal numbers.  You will consider the effect of technology on society and the legisla-

tion in place to protect individuals and organisations. 

 

OCR A Level Computer Science H446  

Component 1 Component 2 

1.1 characteristics of contemporary processors 

input, output and storage devices including :- 

Structure and function of the processor,  

Types of processor 

2.1 Elements of Computational thinking including:- 

Thinking abstractly,  Thinking ahead 

Thinking procedurally, Thinking logically 

Thinking concurrently 

1.2 Software and Software development includ-

ing: Systems Software 

Application Generation 

Software Development 

Types of Programming Language 

2.2 Problem solving and programming including:- 

Programming techniques building on GCSE and intro-

ducing Object Oriented techniques 

Computational methods such as backtracking, data 

mining, heuristics 

1.3 Exchanging data including:- 

Compression, Encryption and Hashing 

Databases 

Networks 

2.3 Algorithms 

Understand and use standard algorithms for data 

structures and searching and sorting.  

1.4 Data types and data structures and algo-

rithms including:- 

Decimal and negative Binary  

Data Structures 

Boolean Algebra 

 

1.5 Legal, Moral, cultural and ethical issues 

Computing related legislation 

Moral and Ethical issues 

 



Marks Duration Weighting 

Computer Systems(01) 

140 

2 hours and  30 mins 40% 

Algorithms and Programmiing

(02  

140 

2 hours and 30 mins 40% 

Programming project(03) 

70 

 20% 

Textbooks, Revision Guides and other 

 Educational Websites 

Assessment Information 

Essential Maths Skills for AS/A Level Computer 

Science 

Authors:  Gavin Craddock and Victoria Ellis 

Publisher: Hodder Education  

 

My Revision Notes OCR A Level Computer Science  

Author George Rouse, Sean O’Byrne, Jason Pitt 

Publisher Hodder Education 

Workbook Computer Science 1  

Author: Sarah Lawrey 

Publisher:  Hodder Education 

Workbook Computer Science 2 

Author: Sarah Lawrey 

Publisher:  Hodder Education 

https://student.craigndave.org/a-level-videos  

https://www.learnpython.org/  

https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/computer-science-revision/a-level-ocr/  

Computerphile youtube channel https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC9-y-6csu5WGm29I7JiwpnA  

Useful Websites 

https://isaaccomputerscience.org 

https://student.craigndave.org/a-level-videos
https://www.learnpython.org/
https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/computer-science-revision/a-level-ocr/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC9-y-6csu5WGm29I7JiwpnA


Part 1:  

The first part of your work for Computer Science Bridging work will be to consolidate 

your knowledge and understanding of Data representation and Boolean Logic.  You will 

need to complete the following activities.   You will need to take notes for all the videos 

and hand these in with your work.  

Task 1— The Cornell Notetaking Method.  

The expectation to do independent research at A Level will increase dramatically from GCSE. 
 
There is a real skill to taking decent notes outside of lesson which are of value.   Research has proven that 
one of the most effective methods is the “Cornell” note taking method. 
 
1.To start download the “Cornell note taking template” from Craig n Dave:  

•https://craigndave.org/product/cornell-note-taking-template/ 
 

2. Watch the video on https://student.craigndave.org/videos/slr-15-boolean-algebra 

3. Write the title of the video and its topic in the top boxes (use a different sheet for each video). 

4. In the main “Notes” section, write notes from the video.   You can do this in any way you like, a sugges-
tion might be to rewind slightly when the canvas changes, thinking carefully about what was important in 
the previous few minutes. 

5. Having recorded the notes, review them: 
• Turn each part into a question in the section on the left.   
• For example, the notes may say, “The value of the program counter is passed to the memory ad-

dress register”.   

• The question then becomes, “which register is the value of the program counter passed to?”   
• Sometimes these questions are easy and at times they are more difficult to write 
• There may also be more than one valid question 
• You will need to decide for yourself which are the most appropriate for revision 
 
6. Finally pull out all the key words and their definitions  from the notes and list them in the bottom sec-
tion.  
 

 

You will need to have evidence of these notes 

https://craigndave.org/product/cornell-note-taking-template/
https://student.craigndave.org/videos/slr-15-boolean-algebra


Task 2—Boolean Algebra 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Write the labels on the correct symbols. OR, AND, NOT , NAND, NOR, XOR 

Task 3—Boolean Algebra  - Truth tables to circuit diagrams 

Draw a circuit which would represent the following Boolean expression.  

 

 

 



Task 4—Complete the truth table for the circuit diagram you have drawn.  

 

 A B C F 

0 0 0  

0 0 1  

0 1 0  

0 1 1  

1 0 0  

1 0 1  

1 1 0  

1 1 1  

Task 5  - Representing negative number in binary 

In GCSE computer science you will have learnt how to represent positive whole numbers in binary e.g. 47 
 
At A Level you will need to know how to represent negative as well e.g. -47 
 
Start to recapping (or learning if you didn’t do the GCSE) how to represent positive whole numbers be-
tween 0-255 in binary 
 
Now research how to represent negative numbers in binary using the method known as: 
 Two’s complement 

Watch and make notes on the two videos using the cornell notetaking method from task 

1. https://student.craigndave.org/videos/aqa-gcse-slr13-number-bases 

2.https://student.craigndave.org/videos/aqa-alevel-slr11-twos-complement 

 

https://student.craigndave.org/videos/aqa-gcse-slr13-number-bases
https://student.craigndave.org/videos/aqa-alevel-slr11-twos-complement


Task 6— Representing  negative numbers in Binary  

1. Write out the positive binary number 107, the answer should be displayed in 8 bits.  

2. Write out the negative binary number –107 using Two’s Complement.  Show your 

workings.  

 

128 64 32 16 8 4 2 1 

        

Task 7—Converting between base-2, base-10 and base-16 

As a computer scientist you will also need to become familiar with the hexadecimal number system (base-16). 

 
You will also need to be comfortable with converting numbers between these three base systems. 
 
Research the following areas: 
Base– 2 number system 
Base 10—decimal/denary number system 
Base 16—hexadecimal number system 
How to convert between base-2, base-10 and base-16 
User videos  
https://student.craigndave.org/videos/aqa-alevel-slr10-base-2-10-and-16-number-systems 

https://student.craigndave.org/videos/aqa-alevel-slr11-aqa-converting-between-binary-hex-and-
decimal 

 

1.  Convert the base 2 binary number 11000101 into base 10 and base 16. (show your working.) 

 

 

 

2.  Convert the base 16 hexadecimal number 9F into base-2 and base– 10 . (show your working) 

 

https://student.craigndave.org/videos/aqa-alevel-slr10-base-2-10-and-16-number-systems
https://student.craigndave.org/videos/aqa-alevel-slr11-aqa-converting-between-binary-hex-and-decimal
https://student.craigndave.org/videos/aqa-alevel-slr11-aqa-converting-between-binary-hex-and-decimal

